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Behavioural preorders based on the idea of bisimulation but retining the notion 
of bisimulation equivalence and providing explicit treatments of the phenomenon of 
divergence in communicating systems are investigated. Particular study is made of 
these preorders in the context of Milner’s Calculus of Communicating Systems. The 
precongruence relations generated by the preorders are characterized and 
axiomatized on the classes of finite closed terms and sequential terms. A verification 
technique based on the theory of the preorders is introduced and illustrated. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the development of theories of communicating systems, labelled trans- 
ition systems have been studied extensively. As models of communicating 
systems (or processes), transition systems are in themselves too concrete: 
they provide little insight as to when one process may be regarded as com- 
putationally equivalent to, or an approximation of, a second process. 
Several notions of equivalence and approximation between transition 
systems have been proposed to overcome this difficulty. Amongst these one 
of the most prominent is bisimulution equivalence. This notion was intro- 
duced by Park (1981) as a refinement of a relation introduced by Milner 
in (1980) there called observation equioalence. The term “observation 
equivalence” is now synonymous with “bisimulation equivalence.” 
Let Act = A u {z} be a set of actions with t $ A a distinguished silent 
action. Suppose that (P, (% 1 u E Act } ) is a labelled transition system with 
P a set of processes and { 1; 1 u E Act > a family of binary transition rela- 
tions on P. Let & be the reflexive and transitive closure of L and for 
u E Act let G =df % li, %, where juxtaposition denotes relational composi- 
tion. We refer to { % I u E Act u {E} } as the standard (derived) transition 
relations. The relation of bisimuhtion eqzhalence is the largest binary 
relation x on P such that 
if PzQ then for all u~Au (E), 
(a) if P &- P’ then for some Q’, Q 2 Q’ and P’ z Q’, 
(b) if Q % Q’ then for some P’, P % P’ and P’ z Q’ 
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FIG. 1. State-transition diagrams of P and Q. 
(Formally, z is defined as the maximal fixed point of a monotonic func- 
tional on the set of all binary relations on P. This technique is used also 
to establish the existence of the preorders introduced below.) 
One form of criticism of bisimulation equivalence, noted by Mimer 
(1980), in the case of observation equivalence, concerns its treatment of the 
phenomenon of divergence. We interpret “P I, Q” as meaning that the 
process P may evolve autonomously into the process Q, and any process 
P such that P(L)“, i.e., for which there is a sequence (P, I i < o) with 
P,=P and for i<o, Pi& Pi+,, is said to be divergent. The criticism is 
that it is possible for two processes exactly one of which is divergent to be 
bisimulation equivalent. As a simple example, in the labelied transition 
systems above, P’ z Q’ yet P’ is divergent while Q’ is not (Fig. 1). 
The fact that bisimulation equivalence is not senstiive to the existence 
of infinite z-paths through labelled transition systems is often useful in 
applications. However, it may be useful and appropriate in certain 
circumstances not to disregard the presence of such paths. The purpose of 
this paper is to investigate how bisimulation equivalence may be refined 
to give preorders which provide divergence-respecting approximation 
orderings between processes whose associated theories are as close as 
possible to that of bisimulation equivalence. This work is based on ideas 
first introduced in Hennessy and Plotkin (1980) and Mimer (1981). The 
preorders discussed here are considered in Abramsky (1987) and also in 
Stirling (1987) where an (intuitionistic) modal characterization of one of 
the preorders is presented. For a lucid discussion of the motivation under- 
lying the definitions of the preorders we refer the reader to Milner (1981). 
We consider, as in Abramsky (1987), a basic transition system of the 
form (P, { 3 I UE Acr}, T), where T is a unary relation on P, which we 
may think of as representing incomplete description. We derive a unary 
divergence relation fi by setting 
P fi iff either for some Q, P% Qand QT, or P( 5 ),“. 
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Let u denote the convergence relation complementary to 0. We may then 
define a preorder E g (superscript “g” for the “global” divergence 
predicate 0) as the largest relation such that 
ifP c”Qthen 
(a) for all u E A u {E}, if P % P’ then for some Q’, Q &- Q’ and 
P’ E g Q’, 
(b) if PI then 
(ii) for all UE A u (E}, if Q % Q’ then for some P’, P % P’ and 
P’ c g Q’. 
This refinement of bisimulation equivalence provides an explicit treatment 
of divergence, while retaining many of the properties of the equivalence, 
and is perhaps the simplest relation with these properties. Unfortunately it 
is somewhat unsatisfactory. Suppose that for a E A, a. is an operation on P 
(the CCS-prefixing operation) such that for PEP, a. P has exactly the 
transition a. P % P. Then in general it is not the case that if P c g Q then 
a. P E g u.Q (see Section 2). There seems to be a “mismatch” between 
the global divergence relations fl and the standard transition relations 
{s 1 aEA) (for further d iscussion of this point see Abramsky, 1987, 
Section 6). We may overcome this in two ways. 
First, as in Hennessy and Plotkin (1980) and Stirling (1987), to which 
we refer the reader for motivation, we may introduce parameterized (or 
“local”) divergence relations { fia 1 a E A } by setting 
P fl a iff either P fi, or for some Q, P 5 Q and Qfl. 
Let ~a denote the relation complementary to fla. It is convenient also to 
set fi E =d,- fl and UE =df U. Then we have a preorder c defined as the 
largest relation such that 
if P c Q then 
(a) for all 2.4~ A u {E}, if P g P’ then for some Q’, Q &- Q’ and 
P’ r Q’, 
(b) for all u~Au{s}, if PUu then 
6) Q U u, 
(ii) if Q s Q’ then for some P’, P 2 P’ and P’ c Q’. 
The second alternative involves considering, as in Milner (1981), a 
family of modfied (derived) transition relations { %,, 1 a E A}, where 
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s0 =dl &- 1;. We then have preorders c 0” and E 0 defined exactly as L g 
and IZ, respectively, but with “g,,” replacing “g” throughout the defini- 
tions (with g0 =df % ). Note also that we may define a relation modzfied 
bisimulation equivalence, z 0, exactly as bisimulation equivalence is defined 
by with “s,,” replacing “5” throughout the definition. It is then clear that 
z,s 25. It is also easy to construct an example to show that in general the 
reverse inclusion does not hold. Similar remarks may be made concerning 
the relationships between the preorders E and c 0 and the preorders E R 
and ~0”. Also it may be established that, in general, c R is properly 
included in c and c 0” is properly included in c,. In summary we have 
the following diagram of proper inclusions: 
co= E 
In the remainder of the paper the preorders are investigated in the 
context of Milner’s Calculus of Communicating Systems, CCS (Milner, 
1980, 1989). Section 2 contains characterizations of the largest pre- 
congruence relations included in the latter three preorders, and Sections 3 
and 4 axiomatizations of these relations of the classes of finite closed terms 
and sequential terms of CCS, respectively. The final section contains an 
example illustrating how the theory of one of the preorders may be used as 
the basis of a verification technique. 
2. PREORDERS AND PRECONGRUENCES 
In CCS it is assumed that the set of atomic actions Act = A u {T} where 
A is a set of visible actions and r is a distinguished silent action. It is further 
assumed that there is a bijection T :A -P A which is its own inverse; a and 
Z are called complementary actions. We use a to range over A and u 
to range sometimes over Act and sometimes over A u {E}, where E is a 
further distinguished symbol. RF is the set of all relabelling functions, i.e., 
of those f: Act + Act such that f(t)=s and for ae A, f(LZ)=f(a) and 
f(a) # T. The language of CCS consists of an infinite set Var of variables 
ranged over by X, constant symbols 0 and I, unary function symbols U. 
(u E Act),\a (a E A), [f ] (f E RF) and &Y (XG Var), and binary function 
symbols + and I. The set E of terms ranged over by E, F is the set given 
by the description 
E::=XIOI I lu.El E+FI EiFl E\a lE[f]/ pXE. 
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For an explanation of the intended interpretation of the set of terms see 
Milner (1980). The syntax used here differs significantly from that in 
Milner (1980) only in the use of 0 in place of Nil and the presence of the 
constant symbol I which is intended to represent a totally undefined pro- 
cess. The usual notions offree and bound occurrences of variables in terms 
are assumed and jii(E) denotes the set of all variables which occur free in 
E. P denotes the set of all closed terms and is ranged over by P, Q, and R. 
If F= (F,) and X= (Xi) are sequences of terms and variables, respectively, -- 
then E{F/X} is the term obtained from E by simultaneously substituting Fi 
for each free occurrence of X, for each i, with change of bounded variables 
if necessary. 
The family { % 1 UE Act} of CCS-transition relations is the family of 
binary relations on E given by the following rules from Milner (1980): 
u.E 1; E 
E41, E’ F% F’ 
E+FsE E+FsF’ 
Es E’ Fs F’ 
EIFS E’j F E IF % El F’ 
E % E’ F 5 F’ 
E IF -5 E’I F’ 
Es E’ 
E/a 4 E’\a 
(24 #a, ti) 
E[f] 2 E’[f] 
E{pXE/X} G E’ 
pXEsEE’ ’ 
Let {% I u~Actu {E}} and {sO I UE Act u (E}} be the standard and 
modified transition relations derived from the CCS-transition relations by 
the definitions in the Introduction: % =df (A)*, % =d, (G)* % (h)*, and 
E 
E+)=&q*, +)=,(h)* %A. For notational convenience in later 
definitions we introduce a function .: Act + A u {E} defined by 
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The basic CCS-convergence relation is the unary relation 1 on E defined 
by the following rules: 
- 
XL a, U.EJ 
El Fl El Fl 
E+FJ’ Elf’1 
El El 
E\al’ ECf 11 
The basic CCS-divergence relation is the relation, t, complementary to 1. 
Thus, for example, lt and @XT, while z. 11 and @(r.X)J. 
Let 0, {~~uIuGAc~u{E}} and lj, {l.l~l~~Actu{~}} be the 
divergence and convergence relations derived from the basic CCS- 
divergence relation according to the definitions in the Introduction: E fl iff 
either for some F, E &- F and Ff, or E(L))“; E fi u iff E fl or for some F, 
E % F and F 0; 4.l the relation complementary to 0, and J,l u the relation 
complementary to fl U. We have that IJ is the smallest relation on E such 
that 
ifEJ.andwheneverEItF,FU,thenEU. 
We have, for example, that &Y(z.X)fi, +Y(a.XI G.X)fl, (a.pXX’)\alj, 
and a.pX(T.X) fl a. 
As described in the Introduction, there are four ways of defining 
preorders using the above transition relations and divergence predicates. 
Rather than consider them all at once it seems preferable to concentrate 
initially on one. The others will be considered later. 
Let Rel be the set of all binary relations on P. Define 9: ReZ --f Rel by 
setting for 9 E Rel: 
P5(9)Q iff for all u~Actu {E}, 
(i) if P % P’ then for some Q’, Q &. Q’ and P’9?Q’, 
(ii) ifPlJuthen 
(4 Q U u, 
(b) if Q % Q’ then for some P’, P 2 P’ and P’BQ’. 
It is straightforward to verify that 9 is a monotonic functional. Hence 
9 has a maximal fixed point E = U (91 WE F(B)}. Moreover, is a 
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preorder, i.e., is reflexive and transitive. A relation 9-3 such that 9 c F(.B’) 
is called a prebisimilation and c a bisimulation preorder. 
We begin with a useful technical fact. 
LEMMA 0. 9 is a prebisimulation iff whenever P.G?Q, then for all u E Act, 
(i) if P J$ P’ then form some Q’, Q s Q’ and P’BQ’, 
(ii) ifPu uthen 
(a) Q U u, 
(b) if Q % Q’ then for some P’, P &- P’ and P’BQ’. 
The proof is omitted. It is straightforward, though with some careful 
attention to detail being required in handling the convergence predicates. 
We shall often appeal tacitly to this fact in proofs. An example of this 
practice is the following lemma which states that c is preserved by the 
prefixing, composition, restriction, and relabelling operators. 
LEMMA 1. IfP c Q then 
(a) u.P c u.Q, 
(b) PIR r= QIR 
(~1 P\a c= Q\a, 
Cd) PCfl c QCfl. 
ProoJ: (a) & U((u.P, U-Q) 1 P c Q> is a prebisimulation. 
(b) Let W= {(P 1 R, Q 1 R)‘I P E Q}. It suffices to prove that W is a 
prebisimulation. 
Suppose P 1 R11, P’ 1 R’. If P ~PP’r\R’~Rthen3Q’.QYQ’~P’~Q’, 
so QIRYQ’IR. If RI~+R’AP’EP then QlRIt,QlR’. If u= 
r A 3a.P % P’ A R % R’ then 3Ql.Q % Q’ A P’ c Q’, so Q ) R 2 Q’ 1 R’. 
Suppose P I R u u. Then P 4j u and R l,l u. Suppose first that 
Q I R 3 Q’ 1 R’. If Q 1; Q’ A R’-R then since P 4.l u, 3P’.P%Pp’r\ 
P’ c Q’, so P I R % P’ I R. If R 3 R’ A P’ z P then P / R S P 1 R’. If 
u=s~~a.Q~Q’~R4R’thenPUa,forifnotthen3P’.P~P’~P’~, 
when P 1 R &- P’ I R’ and P’ I R’ fl, a contradiction. Hence 3 P’. P % P’ A 
p’ g Q’, so P 1 R &- P’ 1 R’. 
Now suppose that Q I R fi. Then either (a) 3 Q’, R’.Q I R& Q’ 1 R’ A 
Q’ 1 R’ fl or (b) (a) fails and Q ) R( L ))“. Suppose that (a) holds. Then since 
P I R1, Q I R1, so in (a) “E” may be replaced by “t.” Suppose Q 1 R &- 
Q’ I R’ A Q’ I R’f. Then 3k, O<k<a and j(Qi)r<k, (Ri)i<k, (ai),<k 
such that Qo-Q, R,,ER, and for i<k, Qi * Q,+l, RiaRi+,, 
Qk = Q’, and Rk - R’. Note that k > 0 since Q IJ and R U. Then: 
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(1) There is (Pi)iSk such that PO-P and for i<k, Pi s Pi+, 
and for i 6 k, Pi c Qi. To construct (Pi) observe that since P I R U , P 1 a, 
and hence, since Q % Q,, 3 P,. P % P, A P, c Q,. Now repeat this 
argument. 
But P, ) R, 4 so Q, 1 R, 1, a contradiction. 
Suppose (a) fails. Then there are sequences (Qj)iCw, (Ri)i<,, and 
(aj)l<w such that Q, = Q, R, = R, and for i< W, Qi &- Qi+ Ir 
R, A Ri+,, Q, u and R, U. Then: 
(2) There is (P,),,, such that P,-P and for i<w, Pi z P,,, 
and P, E Qi. This is established by constructing the sequence as in the 
proof of (1) above: having constructed ( Pi)i<j, to define Pi note that 
P / R k Pip, 1 R,- , and so, since Rjp, a% R,, Pjp, U aI _ , . Hence, since 
Ql-1 “s Qit lPj.Pj-1 u/-l Pj A P, c Q,. Hence P 1 R( L )“, a contradic- 
tion. 
Now suppose that Q 1 R fl a. By the above argument, Q ) R 4.l. Thus 
3Q’, R’.Q 1 R G Q’ I R’ A Q’ I R’fi. Then there are k<o and (Pi)iGk, 
(Ri)i<k and (ar)r<k such that Q, - Q, R, = R, for i < k, Qi % Qi+ , and 
Ri ri, Ri+,, and Qk s Q’ and R, & R’, or R, s R’ and Qk &. Q’. Then: 
(3) There is (Pi)isk such that P, = P and for i < k, Pi c Q,. This 
sequence is constructed by arguments similar to those above in (1) and (2). 
Since PIR; P, 1 R, and PI RJJa, P,Ua and -I~R”.R, & R”, for 
otherwise P I R 5 P’ I R’, where Pk & P’ and P’ c Qk, 3P’. Pk &- P’ A P’ 
E Q’. Then P I R % P’ I R’ with P’ c Q’, a contradiction. Hence Qk &. Q’ 
and so, since P, E Qk, 3P’. Pk &- P’ A P’ c Q’. Then P I R 2 P’ 1 R’ with 
P’ r Q’, a contradiction. This completes the proof of (b). 
(c) Let 6% = { (P\a, Q\a) I P E Q}. Then W is a prebisimulation. If 
P\a%R then lP’.PsP’AR=P’\a and u#a,G. So 3Qf.Q%Qe,~Pf 
c Q’, so Q\a % Q’\a. 
Suppose P\a U U. If u = a, cl then certainly Q\a 4.l u, since Qu and 
ljQ”.Q s Q”. If u#a, ii then, since PUu, Qur.4 and so Q\auu. Suppose 
Q\a4;R.Thenu#a,tiand3Q’.Q4Q’r\R~Qf\a.So3P’.P%P’Ap’ 
E Q’, so P\a & P’ \a. 
(d) Let g = { (P[f], Q[f]) / P c Q}. Then by an argument similar 
to that in the proof of (c) above, it may be established that &! is a 
prebisimulation. Note that if P[f] lj a, then for all b such that f(b) = a, 
PU b, so Q J b for all such b and hence Q[f] U a. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 1 
c is not, however, preserved by +, as, e.g., 7.0 E 0 but 
r.O+a.O & O+a.O. Let c” be the largest relation included in E which is 
a precongruence relation with respect to (i.e., is preserved by) all the 
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operators of the calculus, including the fixed point operators in the sense 
that if E c (‘ F, then ,uXE c (’ pXF, where c (’ is extended pointwise to open 
terms (i.e., for open terms E, F with fu(E), fu(F) G x, E c ’ F iff for all -- 
closed p, E{ P//x} c (’ F{ P/X} ). 
Bisimulation congruence (or observation congruence), the largest con- 
gruance relation included in z:, may be characterized, on the assumption 
that A is infinite, as the pointwise extension to E of the relation z + 
defined on P by setting 
P%:+ QiffVR.P+RzQ+R. 
Thus it might be expected that c (’ = c +, where E + is defined by setting 
P E+ QiffVR.P+R c Q+R. 
To prove that this is indeed the case and to obtain another characterization 
useful in demonstrating the existence of sound and complete axiomatiza- 
tions of c” on certain subclasses of E, it is convenient to introduce the 
relation c * defined as follows: 
P c*Qiff 
(i) ‘da E A. if P JS P’ then for some Q’, Q s Q’ and P’ c Q’, 
(ii) if P k P’ then 
(a) if P’u then for some Q’, Q & Q’ and P’ c Q’, 
(b) if P’ fl then for some Q’, Q &- Q’ and P’ c Q’, 
(iii) VU E Act. if P u u then 
(4 QUu, 
(b) if Q Jk Q’ then for some P’, P % P’ and P’ E Q’, 
Let ‘v N’ e+ , N * be the equivalence relations generated by E, c (‘. 
c +, $*, respectively. The following lemma contains some useful obser- 
vations. 
LEMMA 2. (a) rfPfl then VQ.P c P+Q. 
(b) Zf PO, P c Q, and -I~P’.PA P’ A P’lj then VR.P c Q+R. 
(c) P+O-* P. 
(d) z.(P+ I)-+ P+ 1. 
(e) rf pxE is closed then pxE N + E{ pyE/x}. 
Proof (a) {(P, P+ Q) ( PO} u Id, is a prebismulation. 
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(b) Let .% be a prebisimulation such that P9Q. Then 
~u{(p’,e+R)Ip &= P’ A P’S?Q} is a prebisimulation. 
(c) Trivial. 
(d) (l)s.(P+I)+RcP+I+R.Forift.(P+I)+R%R’then 
either R&RR’ when P+I+R%R’, or U=T and R’-P+i. Then 
P+I+RsP+I+R and P+I E P+I+R by (a) above. Since 
(z.(P+I)+R)fl, (1) follows. 
(2) P+I+Rc t.(P+I+R). For if P+I+R%R’ then 
T.(P+ I)+ R % R’. Since (P+ -L + R)fl, (2) follows. 
(e) Immediate from the definitions. fi 
In Milner (1989) it is established that if zC denotes the relation of 
bisimulation congruence then P zc Q iff 
(a) VU. if P s P’ then for some Q’, Q &- Q’ and P’ z Q’, 
(b) VU. if Q % Q’ then for some P’, P 5 P’ and P’ z Q’. 
The following results suggests that E * may be the appropriate analogue 
of this characterization for c. 
LEMMA 3. p~+QijjjP~*Q, 
Proof: In this proof it is assumed that A is infinite. 
(a) Suppose that 1 (P c * Q). Then there is R such that 
1 (P + R E Q + R). To see this consider the various clauses in the detini- 
tion of c *. 
(i) 3a.3P’. P % P’ A VQ’. if Q g Q’ then 1 (P’ 5 Q’). Then take 
R ZE 0. 
(ii) Suppose P & P’. If P’u and VQ’. if Q ; Q’ then l(P’ E Q’) 
then take R = a.0, where a $ sort(P) u sort(Q) (where the sort of a term is 
the set of visible actions labelling arcs in its derivation tree). Then if 
Q+R%Q’r\ P’c Q’ then Q’ E Q + R. But P’ JJ a since P’lj and 
a $ sort(P), so (Q + R) u a, and since 3R’. Q + R 5 R’, 3P”. P’ % P”, a 
contradiction. If P’fi and VQ’. if Q & Q’ then 1 (P’ c Q’), take R E 0. 
(iii) Suppose PUu. If Qfi U, take R = 0. If Quu and 
3Q’.Q% Q’ A VP’. if P% P’ then l(P’ c Q’), take Rsa.0, where 
a#sort(P)usort(Q). Then (P+R)l,lu so since Q+R%Q’, if 
P-k-RrQi-R then W.P+R$P’r\P’cQ’. But then ~=t and 
P’ z P + R. But P + R % 0 while 13Q”. Q’ & Q”, a contradiction. 
(%)Let W= clJ{(P+R, Q+R)IPE*Q, R arbitrary}u 
{(P’, Q + R) I P’ E Q A 3P. P c* QAP; P’AP’~~AR arbitrary}. Then 
.4? is a prebisimulation. Suppose first that P c * Q and that R is arbitrary. 
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(i) SupposeP+R%P’.IfR1;P’thenQ+R~P’.IfPI;P’then 
IQ’. Q % (2’ A P’ E Q’ so Q + R’ % Q’. Suppose P + R A P’. Again 
if R A P’ then Q + R 4 P’. Suppose P A P’. If P’IJ then 
3Q’.QGQh P’c Q’so Q+R&Q’. 
Suppose P’fi. If TIP”. P’ & P” A P”lj then if 3Q’.Q & Q’ A P’ c Q’ 
then Q + R ; Q’. Otherwise P’ E Q and by Lemma 2(b), P’ g Q + R. If 
3P”.P’i P” A P”u then if 3Q’.Q i Q’ A P’ c Q’ then Q+ R A= Q’. If 
not then P’9(Q + R). 
(ii) If (P+R)Uu then (Q+R)Uu, and if Q+R%Q then either 
R’i,Q’whenP+RII,Q’, or Q % Q’ when 3P’. P 5 P’ A P’ c Q’, and so 
P+R%PP’.Nowsuppose3P.Pc*Qr\P&P’~P’fi. 
(iii) Then if P’ % P” then P % P”, so there is Q’ such that Q &- Q’ 
and PI’ L Q’, when Q + R &- Q’. If P’ ; P” then P &- P”, so if P”U then 
for some Q’, Q &- Q’ and P” E Q’, when Q + R & Q’, while if P”fi, then 
P”G@(Q + R). 
Since P‘fi, the other clause of the definition holds vacuously. 1 
The next two lemmas establish that (the pointwise extension to E of) 
[=* is a precongruence relation with respect to all the operators of the 
calculus. 
LEMMA 4. Zf P c * Q then 
(a) u.P c * u.Q, 
(b) P+R c*Q+R, 
Cc) PI R L* Q I R 
(d) P\a c * Q\Q, 
(e) WI G* QUI. 
Proof: For (a) and (b) it is convenient to use Lemma 3. 
(a) It is straightforward to show that for any R, u.P+ R g u.Q + R. 
(b) It is easy to show that + is associative. Then for any R and R’, 
(P+R)+R’ E P+(R+R’) c Q+(R+R’) g (Q+R)+R’. 
(c) (i) If P 1 R % P’ ) R then 3Q.Q &- Q’ A P’ c Q’ when Q 1 R 
&- Q’ 1 R and P’ 1 R c Q’ 1 R, while if P 1 R 3 P ( R’ then Q I R % Q ( R’ 
and P 1 R’ c Q 1 R’. 
(ii) Suppose P I R & P’ I R’. Then there are k with 0 <k < w  and 
(f’i)i<k, (Ri)r<k such that PO = P, R, = R, P, = P’, R, = R’, and for 
i<k, Pi/ Rib P,+1 ( Ri+l. Then it is routine to establish, by considering 
the possible cases, that there is Q’ such that either (P’ I R’)U and 
Q ( R G Q’ I R’, or (P’ I R’)fi and Q I R &- Q’ I R’. 
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(iii) Suppose (P 1 R)Uu. Then by arguments very similar to those 
in the proof of Lemma l(b) it is possible to establish that (Q / R)U u and 
if Q 1 R s Q’ 1 R’ then 3Pl.P 1 R & P’ 1 R’. The most significant point is 
thatifu=rthenPIR~P’IR’,andnotsimplyPlR~P’IR’. 
(d) (i) If P\a 5 P’\a, where P % P’, then Q\a %- Q’\a, where 
Q % Q’ A P’ E Q’, so P’\a E Q’ \a. 
(ii) If P\a A- P’\a, where P ; P’, then either P’l,l and 
3Q’.Q; Q’.Q &- Q’ A P’ c Q’ when Q\a k Q’\a and P’\a c Q’\a, or 
P’fl and 3Ql.Q % Q’ A P’ & Q’ when Q\a % Q’\a and P’\a c Q’\a. 
(iii) Suppose (P\a)Uu.Ifu=a,tithencertainly (Q\a)Uu,sinceQU 
and 13Q’. Q\a 2~. Q’. If u#a,ti then, since Plju, Qlju and 
so (Q\a)Uu. If Q\a s Q’\a, where Q s Q’, then, since P’ U u, 
3P’. P % P’ A P’ L Q’, so P\a and P’\a g Q’\a. 
(e) The proof is similar to that of (d) above. 1 
LEMMA 5. If E c * F and pxE and $?F are closed then pxE c * pxF. 
Proof The proof is given only for the case when X consists of a single 
variable. The proof is entirely similar in the general case. It is convenient 
to introduce the following definition: 
92 is a prebisimulation up to c iff c 9 E is a prebisimulation. 
It is straightforward to verify that if 9 is a prebisimulation up to E and 
P$2Q then P c Q. Furthermore, the following assertion, whose proof is 
omitted, is easily established. 
LEMMA 5.0. Suppose that 9’ is such that whenever PS?Q then 
(i) Vu. if P 1; P’ then for some Q’, Q & Q’ and P’ c 92 g Q’, 
(ii) Vu. if PUu then 
(4 QUu 
(b) ifQ It, Q’ th en f or some P’, P Y P’ and P’ c 9? c Q’. 
Then 9 is a prebisimulation up to c. 
Set A =pXE and B-&YF. Then setting CC%!= { (G{A/X}, G{B/X)) I 
fi(G) s {X} }, it suffices to show that a is a prebisimulation up to E, for 
then for any closed term R, (A’+ R){ A/X} g (X+ R){ B/X}, i.e., 
A+R~B+R,soA~+BandhenceA~*BbyLemma3.Itdoesnot 
seem to be possible to establish that 9 is a prebisimulation up to E in a 
“direct” way. However, the following sequence of assertions suffices to 
establish the result. In what follows G(A) and G(B) abbreviate G{ A/X} 
and G( B/X}, respectively. 
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LEMMA 5.1. Z’G(A) % P then !Q.G(B) &- Q A P g 9 g Q. 
LEMMA 5.2. ZfG(A)~PnPJjthen3Q.G(B)~Qr\P~CS~Q. 
LEMMA 5.3. If G(A)SP A PO A 13P’.P&P’ A P’u then gQ.G(B) & 
QAPE%‘EQ. 
LEMMA 5.4. Zf G(A) I, P A Pfl A &lP’.P& P’ A P’fi then lQ.G(B) & 
QAP~~?~QA(~~~~R.G(B)~RAP~W~R~~~~~~P~P’AP’~ 
then IQ’. G(B) % Q’ A P’ c 9 c Q’). 
Each of Lemmas 5.1-5.4 is proved by induction on the depth of the 
inference by which G(A) 5 P or G(A) I, P is established. There are seven 
cases (l)-(7) as follows: (1) GrX, (2) Gru.H, (3) G-H+J, (4) 
G-H\& (5) GrH\a, (6) G-pXH, (7) G=H[f]. 
The inductions for Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 are straightforward. For 
Lemma 5.3 the induction is straightforward except for (3) when if, say, 
H(A) i P and lZ!Q.H(B); Q A P c 9 c Q, so that P c W cg H(B), 
then P c 9 c G(B) by Lemma 2(b). For Lemma 5.4, again the induction 
is straightforward except for (3). Suppose H(A) -I-r P. Then if 
13Q,H(B)&Q~P~%?~QthenP~W~H(B)andifP~P’r\P’lj 
then 3Q’. H(B) % Q’ A P’ c 9 E Q’. Then setting Q = G(B) it follows 
that P c W c Q. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let u E Act. u G(A) l,l u then 
(a) G(B)Uu 
(b) if G(B) &- Q then 3P.G(A) s P A P9 g Q. 
Proof of Lemma 5.5. By induction on the depth of proof by which 
G(A) U u is established. 
(1) If A U u then E(A) U u by a shorter inference so E(B) J,l u and hence 
since E c * F, F(B) U u and so BU U. If B &- Q then F(B) is Q so, since 
E c*F and E(B)Uu, 3R. E( B) %. R A R E Q. Then by induction 
hypothesis IP.E(A)~PA P.9 r R. So A SPA PW c Q. 
(2) Suppose that G = r.H. If G(A)lJu then H(A)#u by a shorter 
inference so H(B)U u and so G(B) l,lu. If G(B) % Q then either 
u = 5 A Q = H(B) or H(B) g Q whence either G(A) % H(A) .!i%Q or 
H(A) 2 PW c Q, so G(A) % P%? c Q. Now suppose that G = a. H. Only 
the case u = a is nontrivial. If G(A) lj a then H(A) #E by a shorter inference 
so H(B) \I E and so H(B) lj a. Also if G(B) 3 Q then H(B) 2 Q so 
lP.H(A) 4 P9? c Q, so G(A) % PW E Q. 
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(3) If G(A)1 u then H(A)J,lu and J(A)J,lu by shorter inferences and 
so H(B)Uu and J(B)U U, so G(B)Uu. If G(B) g Q then H(B) % Q or 
J(B) % Q so 3P.(H(A) %- P v J(A) &-P) A PB c Q, when G(A) &- P A 
Pa c Q. 
(4) The proof in this case is quite detailed. First consider assertion 
(b) in the statement of the lemma. Suppose that G(B) 2 Q. 
Case 1. u = a. There are two subcases: 
Case 1.1. G(B) 4 Q’ % Q. There are two sub-subcases: 
Case 1.1.1. H(B) % Q’, A Q’=Q; 1 J(B), and 
Case 1.1.2. J(B) 3 Q; A Q’=H(B) 1 Q;. 
Consider Case 1.1.1 (Case 1.1.2 is similar). Since G(A)Ua, H(A)Ua 
by a shorter inferece and so 3P’, .H(A) % Pi A P’,.%? c Q;. Then 
G(A ) % P’93 g Q’, where P’ = Pi I J(A). Say P’ = K(A) %X(B) c Q’. 
Since K(A)Us by a shorter inference than that of G(A)Ua, and since, as 
K(B) L Q’, W.K(B) % R c Q, by induction hypothesis 3P.K(A) &. 
P9i’ c R c Q. So G(A) ii. PB c Q. 
Case 1.2. G(B) L Q’ % Q. There are four sub-subcases: 
Case 1.2.1. H(B) J+ Q’, A Q’= Q; 1 J(B). 
Case 1.2.2. J(B) I, Q;‘Q’= H(B) 1 Q;. 
Case 1.2.3. b # a A H(B) 3 Q; A J(B) 3 Q; A Q’ G Q; 1 Q;. 
Case 1.2.4. H(B) % Q’, A J(B) % Qi A Q’EQ’, 1 Q;. 
For Case 1.2.1. Since H(A) l,l E, by induction hypothesis, 
3P;.H(A) &- P;B E Q; so 3P’.G(A) ; P’% c Q’, say P’= K(A) %X(B) 
c Q’. Then K(A)lja by a shorter inference than that of G(A)lJa, so 
since, as K(A)lJa, lR.K(B) 5 R g Q, 3P.K(A) g P.B c R r= Q. So 
G(A)% PL% c Q. 
Case 1.2.2 is similar to Case 1.2.1. 
Case 1.2.3. In this case H(A)Ub and J(A)Ub; for suppose H(A)fib and 
J(A)46 Then since H(A)Us, 3P.H(A) 2 P A Pfls. Since if J(A) 5 R then 
G(A ) ; P / R SOP / R # a by a shorter inference and hence R# by a shorter 
inference, J(A) I,/ 6 by a shorter inference than that of G(A) lj a and so by 
the induction hypothesis, 3R.J(A) 2 R5t r= Q;. So G(A) &= P 1 R and 
P I Rfic, a contradiction. Similarly, the assumption that H(A)U b and 
J(A) fl b leads to a contradiction. Finally the assumption that H(A) fl b 
and J(A) fi b leads to a contradiction, since 3P, R. H(A) =!i P A P fl E A 
J(A) 2 R A ROE, so G(A) &- PI R A P 1 RYE, a contradiction. Hence 
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by induction hypothesis X, L.H(A) 2 K(A) RK(A) 5 Q; A J(A) % 
L(A) WL(B) c Q;. Then G(A) s (K 1 L)(A) 9?(K 1 L)(B) E Q’. So since 
(K I L)(A) IJa by a shorter inference, 3P. (K 1 L)(A) % P&Y g Q. So 
G(A) % Pi% E Q. So G(A) % PB g Q. 
Case 1.2.4. In this case J(A)JJti, for if not then M.J(A) % R A ROE 
and since H(A) 0 a, by induction hypothesis 3P. H(A) % P so 
G(A) & P I R A P I ROE, a contradiction. Thus by induction hypothesis 
3K, L.H(A) 5 K(A) i&?K(B) c Q; A J(A) 9X(B) E Q;. Then G(A) s 
(K I L)(A)%‘; (K 1 L)(B) c Q’ and by the induction hypothesis applied to 
K~L~a,3P.(K/L)(A)~P9i?~Qe.HenceG(A)~P9~Q. 
Case 2. u = z. Suppose G(B) & Q’ % Q. There are three subcases: 
Case 2.1. H(B) 5 Q’, A Q’ E Q; / J(B). 
Case 2.2. J(B) .% Q; A Q’ = H(B) I Q; 
Case 2.3. H(B) 2 Q; A J(B) 4 Q; A Q’ = Q; I Q;. 
Case 2.1. Since H(A)U, by induction hypothesis 3K.H(A) A K(A), 
3?K(B) L Q;, so G(A) s (K / J)(A) 9(K / J)(B) E Q’, so since (K / J) 
(A)lJ, by induction hypothesis 3P.(K I J)(A) & P.B c Q. So G(A) ; P&2 
c Q. 
Case 2.2 is similar to Case 2.1. 
Case 2.3. In this case H(A)lj b and J(A)JJ6. For suppose H(A)fl b and 
J(A)fl& Since H(A)4 and J(A)& 3P, R.H(A) & P A Pfl A J(A) %- 
R A Rfl, when G(A) k P ) R A P I Rfi, a contradiction. Suppose H(A) fl b 
and J(A)U6. Then lP.H(A) % P A PO, so by induction hypothesis applied 
to J(A)U6, 3R.J(A)% R, so G(A) & P / R A P 1 Rfl, a contradiction. 
Similarly, the assumption that H(A)U b and J(A)flb leads to a contradic- 
tion. So by induction hypothesis, 3P, R.H(A) 2 P&f g Q; A J(A) % 
R&? E Q;, so G(A) &- P 1 R.9 c Q’. Then by induction hypothesis applied 
~~PIRUE,~P’.PIR%P~‘Q.SOG(A);PB~Q. 
Now consider (a). If u = 7 then certainly G(B) 0, since H(A) lj and J(A) lj 
so H(B)1 and J(B)& Also if G(B) k Q then ilP.G(B) 2 PB! G Q and 
PIJ E by a shorter inference so Qu. If u = a then G(B) U E, for if G(B) L Q 
then gP.G(A) & PW c Q with P#a by a shorter inference, while if 
G(B) 2 Q then ilP.G(A) & P&? c Q with Plj E by a shorter inference, so 
Q l,l E. This completes the proof of (4). 
(5) If u = a, ci then (a) and (b) areeasily seen to hold. Suppose that 
u #a, 5. If G(A) U u then H(A) U u by a shorter inference so H(B)1 u 
and hence G(B)Uu. If G(B) g Q then 3Q’.H(B) &- Q’ A Q = Q’\o. By 
induction hypothesis 3P’.H(A) &-P’hPg’Q’. Then G(A)~P’\uA 
P’ \a&’ E Q. 
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(6) If G(A)Uu, i.e., pY(H(A)Uu, then H(A){pY(H(A))/Y}Uu by a 
shorter inference so (H{,D YH/Y})(A) 1 u by a shorter inference, so 
wwYHIwwU U, so G(B)Uu. If G(B) % Q then (H{pYH/Y})(B) % Q 
so by induction hypothesis, 3P.(H(pYFZ/Y})(A) &- PW c Q when 
G(A); P. 
(7) If G(A)Uu then H(A)lJu for all u such that f(u)=u, so H(B)Uu 
for all such u and hence G(B)Uu. If G(B) 5 Q then 3u.!lQ’.f(u) = 
u A H(B) % Q’ A Q-Q’[f], so 3P’.H(A) 2 P’ A P’9 c Q’, so G(A) & 
P’CPI A P’C.f-19 E Q. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.5 and hence of Lemma 5. 1 
COROLLARY 6. cc=E+=&*. 
Proof: Since c * is a precongruence, c*cc’. But ~~&c+ 
=c*. 1 
We now consider the other preorders described in the Introduction. The 
following relation, whose definition involves only the single convergence 
predicate U, is perhaps the simplest possibility. Let ~~ (“g” for the single 
“global” convergence predicate) be the largest relation on P such that 
if P E~Q then for all UEAU (~1, 
(i) if P %- P’ then for some Q’, Q &- Q’ and P’ &g Q’, 
(ii) if PU then 
(4 QU, 
(b) if Q % Q’ then for some P’, P g P’ and P’ cg Q’. 
We have the following simple observation. 
LEMMA 7. c R is properly included in c. 
Proof. Let Fg be the monotonic functional given by the clauses in 
the definition of cg. That cg E c is an immediate consequence of the 
following observation. 
(1) If .%‘sBg(W) then WZ F(9). To establish this suppose that 
9 s F:“(9) and P&?Q. If P &- P’ then since PF”(B)Q, 3Ql.Q &- 
Q’ A P’9Q’. Suppose Pu. Then since PSg(92)Q, Qlj and if Q & Q' 
then 3P’. P % P’ A P’%!Q’. Suppose P4.l a. If Q fla then, since Q 4, 
3Q’.Q g Q’ A Q’fi. Then since PFg(B)Q, 3~ Fg(W) and Plj, 
3P’.P &- P’ A P’aQ’, a contradiction since P’IJ, Q’fl and P’Fg(9)Q’. 
Hence Qua. If Q % Q’ then,PFg(9)Q and PIJ, 3P’.P 2 P’ A P’.%TQ’. 
643:85’2-7 
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To see that the inclusion is proper it sufftces to note that a. (6.0 + I) E 
a.(b.O+ I)+ 0.1, whereas it is not the case that a.(b.O+ I) cg 
a.(b.O+l)+a..l. 1 
cg is preserved by the composition, restriction, and relabelling 
operators, but not by the summation operator (r.0 ~~ 0 but 
r. 0 + a. 0 gg 0 + a.0). More surprisingly, c g is not preserved by the 
prefixing operators. For example, b. 0 + I c g b.0 + r. I but a. (b.0 + I) 
dg u.(b.O+ r.1). Note incidentally, that, as illustrated by the example 
just given, the obvious analogue for cg of Lemma 0 does not hold. 
No characterization of the largest precongruence relation cg.(’ included 
in &g is known. The preorder cg is not considered further in this paper. 
To obtain a more satisfactory treatment using only the single con- 
vergence predicate l,I, recall the modified transition relations s0 and define 
ci to be the largest relation such that 
(i) if P g0 P’ then for some Q’, Q s,, Q’ and P’ of Q’, 
(ii) if PJ.l then 
(a) QU, 
(b) if Q %,-, Q’ then for some P’, P g0 P’ and P’ gg Q’. 
We have: 
LEMMA 8. E fj is properly included in c g. 
Proof: Let 9: be the monotonic functional given by the clauses in the 
definition of &$ That E: G cg follows from the observation that if 
9~5~(z%?) then WEBB, which in turn follows from the fact that if 
P s0 Q then P g Q. To see that the inclusion is proper it suffices to note 
that u.(b.O+z.c.O) Egu.(b.O+r.c.O)+u.c.O, whereas it is not the case 
that u.(b.O+t,c,O) G$u,b,O+r,c,O)+u,c,O. 1 
By arguments similar to those in the proof of Lemma 1 (and using the 
analogue for 56 of Lemma 0, which does hold) the following may be 
established. 
LEMMA 9. Zf P c g Q then 
(a) u.P c;u.Q, 
(b) PlRc$QlR 
Cc) f’\a ~5 Q\u, 
(d) PCfl cP;QL-SI. 
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As is the case with E, c $ is not preserved by +. However if IZ$” is the 
largest precongruence relation included in c g, E $ + is defined by setting 
PC:+ Q iff VR.P+Rc:Q+R, and of* is defined from EE as cn,* is 
defined from cg, with g0 replacing 5 throughout the definition, then by 
proofs similar to those of Lemmas 3,4, and 5 and Corollary 6 the following 
may be established. 
LEMMA 10. P cf* Q flP ct’ Q. 
LEMMA 11. ZfP ct* Q then 
(4 u.P ct* u.Q, 
(b) P+R c:*Q+R, 
(cl PIRc:*QlR 
(d) P\a L: * Q\Q, 
(4 WI ct * QUI. 
LEMMA 12. Let E: * be extended pointwise to E. Then if ct * F and 
pYE and pyF are closed then ,uxE c f * $?F. 
COROLLARY 13. E;“= if’ = E:*. 
From Lemmas 7 and 8 it follows that c: is properly included in E. 
Moreover: 
LEMMA 14. c kC is properly included in E ‘. 
Proof: That II:” E c ‘ follows from the fact that E E G g. To see 
that the inclusion is proper it suffices to note that a.(b.O+ z.c.0) c’ 
a.(b.O+t.c.O)+a.c.O, whereas it is not the case that a.(b.O+r.c.O)Et’ 
a.(b.O+z.c.O)+a.c.O. 1 
Combining the use of the family of convergence predicates in defining c 
with the transition relations 5 ,, gives rise to the final refinement of 
bisimulation equivalence considered in this paper. Let ~~ be the largest 
relation on P such that 
ifPc,QthenforalluEAu{s}, 
(i) if P s0 P’ then for some Q’, Q g0 Q’ and P’ co Q’, 
(ii) VU. if P4.l then 
(a) QJ.4 
(b) if Q g0 Q’ then for some P’, P g0 P’ and P’ ~~ Q’, 
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We have the following: 
LEMMA 15. (a) E fJ is properly includedin c ,,. 
(b) c 0 is properly included in c. 
Proof: (a) This may be proved by an argument similar to that in the 
proof of (1) in the proof of Lemma 7. 
(b) That co G c follows from an argument similar to that in the 
first part of the proof of Lemma 8. To see that the inclusion is proper it 
suffkes to note that a.(b.O+z.c.O) E a.(b.O+r.c.O)+a.c.O, whereas it 
is not the case that a.(b.O+z.c.O) ~,a.(b.O+r.c.O)+a.c.O. i 
Define c;, c,‘, and c$ from co as E”, E +, and c * are defined 
from E with s,, replacing % in the latter case. Then by arguments almost 
identical to those in the proofs of Lemmas 1, 3,4, and 5 and Corollary 6, 
with g0 replacing & throughout, the following may be established. 
LEMMA 16. c;= co’= ct. 
3. AXIOMATIZATIONS FOR FINITE CLOSED TERMS 
Let F be the set of finite closed terms, i.e., of those closed terms which 
contain no fixed point operators /AX. Thus F is given by the following 
description: 
P::=Olllu.PIP+QlPlQIP\a)P[f]. 
This section is devoted to demonstrations of the existence of complete 
axiomatizations of the precongruence relations E ‘, c $‘, and c g on the 
class F. Throughout this section P, Q, and R range over F. First consider 
the problem of axiomatizing L”. 
Let < and = be the smallest pair of binary relations on F such that: 
(1) < is reflexive and transitive and preserved by u., + , 1, \a, and 
Cf13 
(2) P=Q iff P<Q and Q<P, and such that: 
(Sl) P+Q=Q+P (71) u.r.P=u.P 
(=I f’+ (Q+R) (22) P+z.P=T.P 
=(P+Q)+R 
(S3) P+P=P (~3) u.(P+z.Q)=u.(P+z.Q)+u.Q 
(S4) P+O=P 
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(Rl) O\a=O (RIl) O[f] = 0 
(R2) l\a< 1 (RZ2) 1 [fl d 1 
(R3) (P + Q,\Q = p\a + Q\a(R13) (P+ PKfl = WI + eu1 
(R4) (u.P)\a=O ifu=a, ti (R/4) (u.P)[f] =f(u).(P[f]) 
u.(P\a) ow 
(II) I<P (12) r.(P+I)<P+I 
(Exp) if P-C ui.Pi{ +I} and Q=E u,.Q{ +I} then 
PlQ= C r.(Pil Qj)+Cui.(P, I Q)+Cuj-(P/ Q,,>(+l}, 
u, = c, 
where an empty sum isunderstood as 0, { + I } indicates that I may or 
may not be a summand of a term and I is a summand of the right-hand 
side iff it is a summand either of P or of Q. 
The distinctive axioms are (R2), (R12), (ll), (12) and (Exp), the last 
being a slight extension of the “ExpansionTheorem” of Milner (1980). Note 
that by (I l), (22), and (12): 
(12’) z.(P+ I)= P+ 1. 
THEOREM 17. P<Q iff P c”Q. 
The proof stretches over several lemmas. Soundness is simple. 
LEMMA 18. Zf PGQ then P g”Q. 
Proof. The proof is omitted. It is straightforward to check that 
replacing d and = by c + and N +, respectively, in each of the axioms 
produces a true assertion. 1 
The proof of completeness follows a standard pattern involving the isola- 
tion of a “normal form” for the elements of F. First the class of “sumforms” 
is given by the following recursive definition: 
P is a sumform iff P is of the form c q. Pi { + I ) 
where each Pi is a sumform. 
LEMMA 19. For each P there is a sumform Q such that P = Q. 
Proof The proof, which is omitted, is by induction on the structure of 
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P and uses the following fact which, setting for any Q, d(Q) = the depth of 
the derivation tree of Q, is established by induction on d(Q) + d(R) or on 
d(Q) is appropriate, using the axioms (Rl k(R4), RI 1 )-( R14), and (Exp): 
(1) If Q and R are sumforms then there are sumforms Q’, Q”, and 
Q”’ such that Q 1 R = Q’, Q\u = Q”, and Q[f] = Q”‘. 
The class of “normal forms” is given by the following recursive delini- 
tion: 
P is a normaZform iff P is a sumform 1 ui.Pj{ + i > such that 
(a) each Pi is a normal form, 
(b) if ui = r then P,& 
(c) if P4.l and Pfia then a.1 is a summand of P, 
(d) if P g Q then U. Q is a summand of P. 
Note that if P is a normal form then 
(i) if P 2 Q then Qu, and 
(ii) if Pfl then I is a summand of P. 
LEMMA 20. For each sumform P there is a normal form Q such that 
P = Q and d(Q) G d(P). 
Proof: By induction on d(P). If d(P) = 0 then P = 0 or P = I and the 
result is immediate. Suppose d(P) > 0 and P = C ui. Pi{ + I ) where by 
induction hypothesis each P, is a normal form. Q may be constructed as 
follows. 
Suppose ui = r and Pin. Then for some normal form Pi, Pi = Pi + I and 
hence 
~j~iuj.Pj+T.(P~+ I){ +I} 
= c q.P,+ Pi+ I 
r#i 
by (12’). Repeating this process sufficiently often yields a sumform Q’ 
satisfying (a) and (b) of the definition of “normal form” with P = Q’ and 
d(Q’) d d(P). 
Suppose PJJ and Pfla. Then there are two possibilities. 
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(a) 3P'.P --f+ P' A P' A P'fia. Then by induction hypothesis there is a 





=P+a.l, using (r2). 
(b) 3P'.P 3 P' A P'fi. Then by induction hypothesis there is a 







using (r3) and the fact that z. I = I (by (12’)). Repeating this process 
sufficiently often yields a sumform Q” satisfying (a), (b), and (c) of the 
definition of “normal form” with P = Q” and d(Q”) 6 d(P). 
Suppose Q” % R and u. R is not a summand of Q”. Then: 
(1) Q"=Q"+u,R. 
Proof of (1). Suppose that 3P'.Q' 1; P' A P' 2 R. Then by induction 






using (23) and (S3). 
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using the fact that t.(P’+u.R)=~.(p’+u.R)+u.R. 
Repeated use of (1) yields a normal form Q such that P = Q and 
d(Q) G d(P). I 
LEMMA 21. If P and Q are normal forms and P g * Q then P < Q. 
Proof: By induction on d= d(P) + d(Q). If d= 0 it is immediate. 
Suppose d>O and P=Cui.Pi{+l} and Q~cv,.Q,{+l>. The 
following observation is useful. 
(1) If R c R’ then R E*R’ or T.R c* R’ or R g*z.R’. To 
establish this, it suffices to examine the following possibilities: 
(a) 3R’l.R Ir R” A R” c R’. Then R c* z.R’. 
(b) 3R”.R’ I, R” A R c* R”. Then z.R E* R’. 
(c) Neither (a) nor (b) holds. Then R g* R’. 
Suppose P JG P’. Then since Q is a normal form and P E * Q, for some 
Q’ such that P’ E Q’, U. Q’ is a summand of Q (note that if u = r then P’u). 
Then considering the cases in (1) above: 
(a) P’ c * t.Q’. Let Q” be a normal form with Q” = T. Q’ and 
d(( Q”) < d(z. Q’). Then by induction hypothesis, P’ < Q” and so by (rl ), 
u.P’<u.Q”=u.l:.Q’=u.Q’. 
(b) 7. P’ c * Q’. Let P” be a normal form with P” = t.P’ and 
d(P”) < d(z. P’). Then by induction hypothesis, P’ < Q” and so by (tl ), 
u.P’<u.Q”=u.T.Q’=u.Q’. 
(c) P’ c * Q’. Then by induction hypothesis P’d Q’ and SO 
u.P’<uu.Q’. 
Hence for each summand U. P’ of P there is a summand U. Q’ of Q such 
that u.P’<u.Q’. If Pfl then I is a summand of P and so by (II), P<Q. 
Suppose PIJ. If Pu a then since P c * Q, for each summand a. Q’ of Q there 
is a summand a. P’ of P with P’ E Q’. By considering the cases (a), (b), 
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and (c) of (1) as above it may be established that a.P’ d a.Q’. If Pfla then 
for each summand a. Q’ of Q there is a summand u. Q’ of Q there is a sum- 
mand a.P’ (~z.1) of P with a.P’<a.Q’. It follows that PbQ. 1 
By Lemmas 19, 20, and 21 and Corollary 6: 
COROLLARY 22. If P cc Q then P 6 Q. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 17. [ 
We now consider the problem of axiomatizing cf’. Of the axioms for 
c” only (x3), er.(P+r.Q)=u.(P+r.Q)+u.Q, is not valid when ‘I=‘) is 
replaced by the equivalence relation =gO.’ generated by c “0,‘. Let <; and 
=d be the smallest pair of relations satisfying the conditions in the delini- 
tions of 6 and = above with (23) deleted. Then defining the notions of 
“sumform” and “normal form” as before, except that in the definition of the 
latter clause (c) is deleted and in clause (d) “%” is replaced by “~>o,” by 
slight modifications of parts of the proofs of Theorem 17, the following 
result may be established. 
THEOREM 23. P G g Q ifjf P GE‘ Q. 
We now consider the problem of axiomatizing c 6. Let < ,, and = 0 be 
the smallest pair of relations satisfying the conditions in the definition of 
<g and = g together with the condition 
a.(P+ I)<,a.(P+ I)+a.l. 
Then by an argument very similar to that in the proof of Theorem 17, the 
following result may be established. 
THEOREM 24. P g; Q $f P do Q. 
Remarks. 1. Although the proofs presented here were obtained inde- 
pendently, adapting arguments from Milner (1989), Theorem 17 was 
known to Hennessy and Plotkin (1980). 
2. In Walker (1988) it is incorrectly stated that E i and ct’ 
coincide on F. 
4. AXIOMATIZATIONS FOR SEQUENTIAL TERMS 
Let S be the class of sequential terms given by the following description: 
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In this section we give complete axiomatizations of L “, c f ‘, and 5 ; on 
S. We consider first the problem of axiomatizing cc. 
To obtain a complete axiomatization of c L’ on S it is helpful to obtain 
an alternative characterizaton of c L’ on S more amenable to manipulation 
than the definition. To do so it is necessary to obtain also such a charac- 
terization of g. Throughout this section, unless otherwise indicated, E, F 
and G range over S. 
A free occurrence of a variable W in an expression E is said to be 
guarded iff it lies within some subexpression of E of the form a. F with a a 
visible action, i.e., aE A. Otherwise it is said to be unguarded. ED W 
denotes that E contains a free, unguarded occurrence of the variable W. 
Let c” be the largest relation on S such that 
if E E ” F then for all u E Act, 
(i) if E % E’ then for some F’, F & F’ and E’ co F’, 
(ii) if EUu then 
(a) FUu 
(b) if F s F’ then for some E’, E 5 E’ and E’ c u I;‘, 
(iii) if Et=- W then Fr> W, 
(iv) if Eij then if Fr> W then Er> W. 
LEMMA 25. E co F iff E c F. 
Proof The proof will not be given in complete detail. Throughout the -- 
incomplete proof given here, G(P) abbreviates G { P/X} and it is assumed 
that A is infinite, although the result may hold without this assumption. 
(a) Let &? = ((E(P), F(P) 1 E 5” F A P, E(P), F(P) closed}. Then it 
s&ices to show that 92 is a prebisimulation. Suppose E(P) 1; Q. Then 
either 3E’. E S E’ A Q z E’(P) or ilX.Ec- X A P S Q, where P is sub- 
stituted for X. So either 3 F’. F & F’ A E’ c ’ F’, when F(P) % F’(P) and 
QBF’(P), or Fr> X when F(P) & Q. Suppose E(P) 1 U. Then EU u and so 
F4.l U. Thus if Ft> X then Er> X and it follows that F(P)4 U. Suppose that 
F(P) % R. Then either 3F’. F % F’ A R = F’(B), when 3E’. E &- E’ A 
E’ E” F’ and so E(P) $ E’(P) and E’(P)aR, or 3X.Fc- X A P 5 R, 
where P is substituted for X, when since E#, EC- X and E(B) ik- R. 
(=) L O is the maximal fixed point of a monotonic functional on the set 
of all relations on S given by the clauses (it(iv). Let ~“9’ be the maximal 
fixed point of the functional given by clauses (i) and (ii), and let LO.* be 
the relation given by clauses (iii) and (iv). Then c” = ~~3’ n c0x2. Let 
ct = {(E, F) ( E(O) c F(0)). Then L c E+G ~‘3’. By considering the 
effect of substituting a.0 for W with ED W or Fr> W, where a $ sort(E) LJ 
sort(F), it is easy to see that c c c”,*. 1 
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Define co, * by setting E c ‘-* F iff 
(i) for all UE A, if E Y E’ then for some F’, F % F’ and E’ c” F’, 
(ii) if E&E’ then 
(a) if E’U then for some F’, F A F’ and E’ c D F’ 
(b) if E’fl then for some F’, F k F’ and E’ co F’, 
(iii) VU E Act. if EU u then 
(4 FUu 
(b) if F li, F’ then for some E’, E & E’ and E’ 5” F’, 
(iv) if EC- W then Fr> W, 
(v) if EIJ then if Fr> W then Er> W. 
LEMMA 26. EF”.*FiffEc*F. 
Proof. It is quite straightforward to establish this result directly. Alter- 
natively, defining c ‘, + by setting E 5 O-+ F iff VG. E + G 5 ’ F + G, it 
follows from Lemma 25 that E E 0, + F iff E c + F (where c + is defined 
on open terms by pointwise extension). Furthermore, by an argument 
similar to that in the proof of Lemma 3, with an extension to handle the 
clauses concerning free, unguarded occurrences of variables, it may be 
established that E c ‘,+ F iff E E ‘* * F. The result then follows by 
Lemma 3. m 
Overriding the use of the symbols in the preceding section, let < and = 
be the smallest pair of relations on S such that: 
(1) < is reflexive and transitive and preserved by u ., + and pX, 
(2) E= F iff E6 F and F< E, and such that: 
(Sl) E+F=F+E (~1) u.~.E=zi.E 
(S2) E+(F+G)=(E+F)+G (22) E+r.E=r.E 
(S3) E+E=E (73) u.(E+r.F)=u.(E+z.F)+u.F 
(S4) E+O=E 
(II) I<E (12) r.(E+ I)< E+ I 
(Rl) if Y$fu(E)then~XE=~Y(E{Y/X}) 
(R2) ,uXE = E{ &YE/X} 
(R3) ifi(Er>X)thenifF=E{F/X}thenF=@E 
(R4) pX(E+X)<pX(E+ I) 
(R5) /LLX(T.(E+X)+F)<&Y(E+F+I). 
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Note that by (II), (12) (22) (R4), and (R5) the following hold: 
(12’) T.(E+I)=E+I 
(R4’) pX(E+ A-1 = pX(E+ I) 
(R5’) ,uX(z.(E+X)+F)=pX(E+F+I). 
THEOREM 27. E < F ijf E g a. * F. 
The proof stretches over several lemmas. First we consider soundness. 
LEMMA 28. lf E < F then E E ‘I. * F. 
Proof: The result is straightforward except in the cases of (R3), (R4), 
and (R5). For (R3) it suffices to establish the following: 
(1) Suppose that fi(E) E X, that each X in X is guarded in E, that -- 
P=(‘E{P/X} and that Q N” E{Q/X}. Then P-‘Q. 
A slightly more general result is obtainable. Assume, temporarily, that 
E, F, G, H range over the set E of all CCS terms. A variable X is said to 
be sequential in an expression E iff X does not occur free in E within the 
scope of any operator 1, \a, or [f]. 
(2) Suppose that fi(E) c 2, that each X in R is both guarded and -- -- 
sequential in E, that P N (’ E{ P/X> and that Q N (’ E{ Q/X}. Then P N’ &. 
(2) will be proved in the case when X consists of a single variable X. The 
general case is entirely similar. If G and R are expressions and X a variable 
then G(R) abbreviates G{R/X). First: 
(3) Suppose that fv(E) E {X}, that X is guarded and sequential in E 
and that E(P) 1; P’. Then there is E’ such that E 1; E’ and P’ = E’(P). 
Moreover X is sequential in E’, if u = T then X is guarded in E’, and for 
any Q, E(Q) s E’(Q). 
The proof, which is omitted, is a straightforward induction on the depth 
of the inference of E(P) li, P’. 
(4) If fv(E) G {X}, X is guarded and sequential in E and E(P)1 u, 
then for any Q, (a) E(Q)lju and (b) if E(Q) % Q’ then there is E’ such that 
E 4; E’ and Q’ = E’(Q), and such that E(P) 1; E’(P), X is sequential in E’, 
and if u = r then X is guarded in E’. 
The proof, which is omitted, is by induction on the depth of the proof 
that E(P) JJ u. 
Now set B = {(G(P), G(Q)) 1 G sequential, fu(G) & {X} }. To show that 
P c (’ Q, it suffices (cf. the proof of Lemma 5) to establish that 9? is a 
prebisimulation up to c. (A symmetric argument may be used to show 
that Q E’ P.) For this it suffices to establish: 
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(5) If G(P) 4 P' then ElQ’.G(Q) s Q’ and P' c ~8 c Q'. 
(6) If G(P)lju then G(Q)Uu and if G(Q) % Q’ then 3P'.G(P) g P' 
and P' c W 5 Q'. 
To establish (5) and (6) it is convenient first to prove: 
(7) If G(P) &- P' then 3Q’.G(Q) &- Q’ A P' g 5%' c Q'. 
(8) If G(P)J,l then G(Q)1 and if G(Q) s Q’ then ilP'.Pk 
P' A P' c ~8 c Q'. 
For (7). If G(P) 2 P' then, since G(P) c"G(E(P)), 3P".G(E(P))% 
P" A P' E P". Since X is guarded and sequential in G(E), by (3) applied 
repeatedly there is F such that X is guarded and sequential in F, G(E) 2 F 
and P" E F(P). Then G(E(Q)) &-F(Q) and so, since G(E(Q)) E’E(Q), 
jQ’.E(Q)% Q' A F(Q) c Q’. Then E(Q)% Q' A P' E F(P)WF(Q) c Q'. 
For (8). If G(P)lJ then, since G(P) c'G(E(P)), G(E(P))U. Then, 
since X is guarded and sequential in G(E), by (4), G(E(Q))U and 
hence, since G(E(Q)) c G(Q), G(Q)& Also if G(Q) 2 Q’ then, since 
G(E(Q)) L’ G(Q) and G(E(Q))lJ, !lQ”.G(E(Q)) k Q” A Q” c Q’. Then, 
since G(E(P))U, by (4) applied repeatedly, 3P'.G(E(P))s P" A P"C%fQ". 
Then, since G(P) c’ G(E(P)) and G(P)U,3P'.G(P) & P' A P' c P". Then 
G(P) % P' and P' c P"&YQ" g Q'. 
For (5). Suppose G(P) -% P'. Then, since G(P) E ’ G(E(P)) either 
P' c G(E(P))gG(E(Q)) c G(Q) or IP", P"'.G(E(P))% % P"%P"' A 
& P"'. Since X is guarded and sequential in G(E), by (2) applied 
repeatedly there is a sequential H such that G(E) % % H, P"' = H(P) and 
G(E(Q)) &- J$ H(Q)= Q”. Then by (7), 3Q”‘.Q” & Q”’ A P"' E 9 g Q"'. 
Since G(E(Q)) c” G(Q), 3Q’.G(Q) & Q’ A Q”’ c Q’. Thus G(Q) 5 Q’ A 
P' E P"' c Q"' c Q'. 
For (6). Suppose G(P) U U. Then since G(P) c ' G(E( P)), G(E(P)) U u 
and hence since X is guarded and sequential in G(E), by (4), G(E(Q)) U u 
and hence G(Q) 1 U, since G(E(Q)) c ’ G(Q). Suppose G(Q) 1; Q’. Then 
since G(E(Q)) E (’ G(Q), 3Q”, Q”‘. G(E(Q)) % li* Q” % Q”’ A Q” c Q’. By 
(4) applied repeatedly there is a sequential H such that G(E) % 1; H, 
Q” E H(Q) and G(E(P)) % % H(P). Thus by (8), since H(P)U, 
3P'. H(P) % P"' A P"' c 9 c Q”‘. Then, since G(P) cc G(E(P)) and 
G(P)Uu, 3P'.G(P)% P' A P' E P"'. Thus G(P)% P' A P' E P"' c BY E 
Q"' E Q'. 
This completes the proof that W is a prebisimulation up to c, hence the 
proof of (2) and hence the proof of the soundness of (R3). 
Now assume again that E, F, G, H range over S. For (R4) set 
A =pX(E+X) and B=pX(E+I). Then setting .%?= {(F(A),F(B))I 
FeS}, it suffices to establish the following assertions. 
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(9) If F(A) 4 G then 3H.F(B) 5 H A G&?H. 
This is established by induction on the inference of F(A) 1; G. The proof 
is straightforward. For example, if I;= X then if A li, G then E(A) 1; G by 
a shorter inference so 3H. E(B) g H A G.%?H, when also B %- H. 
(10) If F(A)Uu then F(B)uu and if F(B) 5 H then lG.F(A) % 
G A GCXH. 
This is established by induction on the depth of the proof that F(A) u u. 
The case F z X holds vacuously. This completes the sketch of the proof of 
the soundness of (R4). 
For (R5), setting A=pX(z.(E+X)+F), B=pX(E+F+I), and %?= 
{(G(A) + H, G(B) + H) 1 G, HE S > it suffices to establish that .3’ c %(a), 
where Y is the monotonic functional given in the definition of co, since 
then for any HE S, A + H E 0 B + H and hence by the observation in the 
proof of Lemma 26 that c ‘3 + = c ox *, A c ‘* * B. For this it suffices to 
show the following: 
(11) If G(A)+H%J then either ~K.G(B)+H~KAJL’~? E”K or 
u=r~Jf//\Jg cOG(G)+H. 
This is proved by induction on the depth of the inference of 
G(A)+H.tc,J. 
(12) If(G(A)+H)lJuthen(G(B)+H)UuandifG(B)+HIf,Kthen 
IJ.G(A)+H%JA J9 c”K. 
This is proved by induction on the depth of the proof that 
(G(A)+H)Uu. The only case considered here is GE X. Suppose 
A+Hs J. If H&J then B+HsJ. So suppose A %J. Then 
z.(A + E(A)) + F(A) lit J by a shorter inference. If F(A) It, J then either 
~K.F(B)%KAJS?~“K, when B&K, or ~=TAJ~~AJ~~!E~F(B), 
when J9 c E(B) + F(B) + I + H = B + H, since Bfl. Suppose u = r A Jr 
A + E(A). Then J9f r ’ B + H. In this case (2) hoids vacuously since AA. 
The remaining cases are straightforward. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 28. 1 
The strategy and many of the details of the completeness proof which 
follows are modifications of arguments used by Milner (1986) to obtain a 
complete axiomatization of bisimulation congruence on S. 
A term of the form pXE (a recursion) is said to be guarded iff X is 
guarded in E. A term F is said to be guarded iff every subterm of F which 
is a recursion is guarded. 
The first step in the completeness proof is to use (R4’) and (R5’) to 
reduce the problem to that of the completeness of the remaining axioms for 
guarded terms. 
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LEMMA 29. For each E there is a guarded term E’ such that E = E’. 
Proof: By induction on the structure of E. The only nontrivial case is 
when E is a recursion, ES pXF. For this case first note: 
(1) If Y occurs free and unguarded in G then G = G + Y. 
This is established by a simple induction on the structure of G. If, e.g., 
G = pZH, where Z # Y then by induction hypothesis H = H + Y and hence 
G = H{ G/Z} = H{ G/Z} + Y = G + Y. The result follows from: 
(2) There is a guarded term F’ such that 
(a) X is guarded in F’, 
(b) no free, unguarded occurrence of a variable Y in F’ lies within 
a recursion, 
(c) pXF= &fF’. 
This is established by induction on the depth of nesting of recursions in F. 
Assume (2) for all terms in which the depth of nesting of recurions is less 
than that in F. For each recursion pYG in F which is not nested within any 
recursion in F, by induction hypothesis there is a term G’ such that Y is 
guarded in G’, no free, unguarded occurrence of a variable Z in G’ lies 
within a recursion in G’ and pYG = PYG’. Let F, be the result of 
simultaneously replacing each such “outermost” recursion pYG in F by 
G’(pYG’/Yf. Then F= FO and no free, unguarded occurrence of a variable 
Z lies within a recursion in FO. Each free, unguarded occurrence of X in F,, 
is “weakly guarded by ? to a certain “depth.” For example, in the term 
X+ z. (pY(a. Y) +X+ z. (X+ I)), the occurrences of X are “weakly guar- 
ded by 7” to “depths” 0, 1, and 2 (reading from left to right). The following 
procedure provides a means of obtaining from F, a term F’ satisfying (a), 
(b), and (c) above. 
If every free occurrence of X in F, is guarded, take F’ = FO. Suppose 
F,c> X and choose some free, unguarded occurrence of X in F,. If the 
“depth of weak guarding by 5” of the occurrence is 0 then F,, = G + X for 
some G. In this case set F, = G + 1. Otherwise the “depth” is greater than 
0, so since no free, unguarded occurrence of X lies within a recursion in F,, 
F, = r. G + H for some G and H with the chosen occurrence lying in G. By 
(1 ), F, = T. (G + X) + H. In this case set F, = G + H + 1. Repetition of this 
process will produce a term F’ in which X is guarded, for the procedure 
does not increase the “depth” of any free occurrence of X in a given expres- 
sion. It is clear that no free, unguarded occurrence of any variable in F’ lies 
within a recursion. That pXF=pXF’ follows from (R4’) and (R5’). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 29. 1 
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Some central concepts in the proof are given in the following sequence 
of definitions. Let 8= (X0, . . . . X, ) and W= ( W,, W, , . . . ) be disjoint lists 
of variables. Let i7= (Ho, . . . . H,,,) be a list of terms with fu(Hi) E Xu IT’. 
Then S = ( (X0, H,) , . . . . (X,, H, ) ) is an equation list. S is guarded if 
there is no free, unguarded occurrence of Xi in Hi for any i. The set of free 
variables of S is fu(S) =df { W 1 W $ X and W occurs in some Hi}. 
If each Hi is of the form cj ui,.Xi/ + Ck W, { + I>, then S is said to be 
standard. Suppose S is standard. Let X, %s Xj denote that u.X, is a sum- 
mand of Hi, Xi Do W that W is a summand of Hi and Xi Do I that I is 
a summand of Hi. 
S is cycle-free iff 13i.X,( Ls) ‘Xi (where ‘+ denotes transitive closure). 
Note that if S is cycle-free then S is guarded. S is saturated iff 
(i) if Xi(As)* ss ( hs)* Xj then Xi ss Xi, 
(ii) if X, &g j X and Xjc-, W then X,r>, W, 
(iii) if X, Ir* s X, and Xjc>, I then Xjb, I, 
and fully saturated iff, in addition, 
(3 i3i.X, Ls X,AX,r>.l. 
E provably satisfies S iff there is E= (E,, . . . . Em> such that E, z E -- 
and for each i, E, = Hi {E/X}. Finally, W is inaccessible in S iff 
-I 3i. X0 5: Xi A X, D s W. Every guarded term provably satisfies acycle- 
free, standard equation list. 
LEMMA 30. For each guarded expression E with fv(E) E W there is a 
cycle-free, standard equation list S with fv(S) c I7 such that E provably 
satisfies S. Moreover, tf V is guarded in E then V is inaccessible in S. 
Proof By induction on the structure of E. If E = W, E = 0, or E = I, 
take S to be the single equation X = W, X= 0, or X= 1, respectively. 
Suppose E=u.F and S:X=R is a list for F. Take S’=(Y=u.X,).S 
(where . denotes concatenation). Suppose E = F+ G and S: X= R and 
T: Y= 7 are lists for F and G, respectively, with Kn P= 0. Take S’ to be 
(Z= X0 + Y,) . S. T. Suppose E z p WF, where W is guarded in F and 
S: (X=R) is a list for F. Take S’= (X=R{H,/W}). 1 
The following lemma establishes that every guarded equation list has a 
solution unique up to =. 
LEMMA 31. For each guarded equation list S with fv(S) c W there is a 
term D = D(S) with fu(D) G W such that 
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(a) D provab1.y satisfies S, 
(b) if E provably satisfies S and fv(E) 5 w then E = D. 
Proof Suppose S: (8= R) . (X, = H,), where m 20. It suffices to 
prove, by induction on m, the following assertion. 
(1) There are terms D with fv(D) E 6’ such that D = R(D/X} and -- 
such that if E = P{ E/X} and fu(E) E I%’ then D = E. 
If m = 0 take D = pXO H,. The result then follows by (R2) and (R3). 
Suppose m >O. Set 7= R(uX,H,/X,,,}. Then T: (X=7) is a guarded 
equation list so by the induction hypothesis there are D such that --- 
D=J{D/X), fv(D)~ W, d an such that if E = J {E//x} and fv(E) c IT’ then -- -- 
D=i? Set D,= (uX,H,){D/X). Then D. (D,) =R{D/X, 0,/X,}. -- -- 
H,,, {D/X, 0,/X,,,}. Now suppose that i?. (E,) = n{ E/X, E,/X,,,} -- 
Hm 1 E/X Em lx, > > where fv(E . (E, ) ) s II? Then, in particular, E, = -- 
H, {&ix, Em/X,}. Since X, is guarded in H, { E/X}, by (R3), -- -- -- 
E,=uX,(H,{E/X})=(uX,H,)(E/X). Then i?=A{E/X, E,/X,,,}= -- --- 
~bXJfdE/X~ =JVWb -- 
Hence by induction d = i? and so D, = (uX,H,)(D/X} = 
(uX,H,)(E/X). = E,. 1 
The next result expresses a monotonicity property of provable solutions 
of guarded equation lists. 
LEMMA 32. Suppose that S: (X = R) and T: (X= 7) are guarded 
equation lists with I7 < 7, i.e., H, <J, for each i. Then D(S) < D(T). 
Proof: By induction on the number of equations in S (and in T). 
If this number is 1 and S: (X= H) and T: (X = J) with H < J 
thenD(S)-~XH<~XJ-D(T).NowsupposeS:(X=R).(X,,,=H,) 
and T:(X=J).(X,=J,), where m> 1. Let R’=l?{uX,,,H,/X,,,). 
and J’ = J{uX,,,J,,,/X,,,). Then R’ < J’; so setting S’ = (X = I!!‘) and 
T’ = (X = J’), by induction hypothesis, D(S’) 6 D( T’). By the proof of 
Lemma32, D(S)=D(S’).((uX,H,,,){D(S’)/X}) and D(T)= D(T’). 
(W,J,WVV~} >, so D(S) <D(T). I 
The next two results show that cycle-free, standard equation lists may be 
fully saturated while preserving provable satistiability. 
LEMMA 33, Suppose that S is a cycle-free, standard equation list and 
that E provably satisfies S. Then there is a saturated, cycle-free, standard 
equation list s’ such that E provably satisfies S’. 
Proof Rather than giving a rigorous proof, a method for obtaining S’ 
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from S, and for showing that E provably satisfies s’, is illustrated by an 





s’ is obtained from S using (zl), (22), and (23) to saturate the equations 
as follows: 
x,= [ax,] + T./Y, 
= [ax, +u.X*] + (r.X,) 
=u.X,+[a.X,]+(T.X,+T.X,+b.X,+l+ W) 
=u.X,+ [a.X,+u.X,]+T.X*+T.X,+b.X,+1+ w. 
The brackets [ ] and ( ) indicate the subexpression “expanded” and the 
result obtained at successive steps. Thus a. X, is “expanded” to a. X, + a. A’, 
at Step 1 and z. XI is “expanded” to z . X, + b. X, + I+ W at Step 2, and so 
on: 






= b.X, + [z.X, + (u.X,,) + W] + I 
=b.X,+z.X,+(u.X,+ [u.X,])+ W+I 
=b.X,+z.X,+u.X,,+ [u.X,+u.X,]+ W+I 
x,= [u.X,] + w 
= [a.& + (u.X*)] + w 
=u.X,+(u.X,+a.X,)+ w. 
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Following the derivation of the equations S’ and using (tl ), (22) and (23) 
it is possible to check that E provably satisfies S’. 1 
LEMMA 34. Suppose that S’ is a saturated, cycle-free, standard equation 
list and that E provably satisfies S’. Then there is a fully saturated, cycle- 
free, standard equation list S” such that E provably satisfies S”. 
Proof. As with Lemma 33, rather than giving a rigorous proof, a 
method for constructing s”, and for showing that E provably satisfies S”, 
is illustrated by an example. Let S’ be as constructed in the proof of 
Lemma 33. Then S’ is not fully saturated since X0 J++s X, and X, Do 1. S” 
is obtained from S’ using (12’) and (S3) to reduce the first equation as 
follows: 
X,=u.X,+u.Xz+u.X,+[7.X2]+7.X3+b.X~+ Wsl 
=u.X, +u.Xz+u.X,+ [r.(b.X,+u.X,+u.X, 
+u.X,+ W+I)]+z.X,+b.X,+ W+I 
=a.X, +u.X,+u.X,+ [b.X,+z.X,+u.X,,+u.X, 
+a.X,+ W+IJ+7.X,+b.X3+ W+I 
=a.X,+a.X,+a.X,+b.X,+z.X,+u.X,+ W+I. 
Using (12’) it may be established that E provably satisfies S”. 1 
The next lemma is the principal step in the proof of completeness. 
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LEMMA 35. Suppose that E c ‘. * F, that S and T are fully saturated, 
cycle-free, standard equation lists, that E provably satisfies S and that F 
provably satisfies T. Then there are cycle-free, standard equation lists 
U: (2 = i?) and V: (2 = E) such that 
(a) E provably satisfies U, 
(b) F provably satisfies V, 
(c) R<L. 
ProoJ By (El) it may be assumed that S: (8= R) and T: ( P= 1) - - 
where X, Y, and @ are pairwise disjoint, and that E = R{ E/X;> with EO s E - -- 
and F= J{ F/Y} with FO 5 F, where fi(E), fv(F) E T. Further it may be 
assumed that no variable in X is inacessible in S and that no variable in 
Y is inaccessible in T. 
Since E E ‘* * F and S and T are fully saturated 
(a) ifX,Ir, .Xithen3j.Y,,%;.Yj~Eic”F,, 
(b) if -r(X,c>,l) then l(Y,b,l) and if Y, LT Yj then 
3i.X, 5s Xi/\ E; r”Fj, 
(c) if 73X,.X, % s.Xi~X,~,I then T~~.Y,%~.Y,c>.I andif 
Y, ST Y, then Zlk.X,, 4, X, A Ej co Fj, 
(d) if X,c>, W then Y,r>, W, and if ~X,,b~l then if Y,r>, W 
then X0 D s W. 
Hence since E c ‘* * F there is a relation W G Xx Y such that 
(A) dam(9) =X, rng(9) = iT, 
(B) if X9Y then 
(a) if X %s X’ then either (i) 3Y.Y ST Y’ A X’BY’ or (ii) 
U=T A x’c%Y, 
(b) if -~(Xr>,l) then -t(Yr>,l) and if YLTY’ then 
3X’.X L,s X’ A X’BY or xL%r,, 
(c) if 7%.X% ,.Xi~Xir>.i then 13j.Y%,..Yjr\ Y,IP,i 
and if YsT Y’ then 3X’. X %s X’ A X’BY’, 
(d) if Xb, W then Yr>, W, and if l(Xc>,l) then if YE-, W 
then Xr>, W, 
(C) X,&!Y, and 
(a) ifXOAs Xi then 1 (X,&T Y,), 
(b) if i(X,r>, I) and Y,, hT Yi then i(X&4?Yj). 
Choose sets {Z, 1 (Xi, Yj) EL%?} and (Z,’ ( Y, $! rng(W)} of new variables. 
Define terms K,, L,, K,, and Lj as follows: 
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Kuj=C {“,zk, I xi ssXk A Y, flsT Y, A &WY,) 
+c (T.2, 1 xi Ls x, A X&2Yj} 
+c {T.&) l(xir>, 1) A Y j  5, Y,  A xi=,} 
+C{W)xip~wA Yjb,W) 
+c {J- I m=-.A 
L,=C {u&I xi %sxk A Y,  ST Y/A &$%?Y,} 
+ C (T.Zki / X; 5,~ Xk A XkBYjf 
+I {t&, 1 l(xir>, 1) A Y j  l*T Y,  A &%f&) 
+I (24.z; 1 XibS I A Y, sf-*, Y, A Y,$rng(W)) 
+c (WI (Xjr>. WA YjDT W) A (xit>sl A Y,I>r W,} 
+C {I I X;‘>s-L A YjB,-L} 
Kj= I 
L,=c (U.&, 1 Y,  ST Y,  A &%Y,} 
+I (t4.Z; 1 Y, li*, Y, A $rng(9)} 
+I PI YjDT w> 
+cp lj=-Tq. 
Let U= (Z= K) and V(Z = L). Then U and V are cycle-free, standard 
equation lists. Moreover, R< 1. Set 
A,= 
i 
T.Ei if for some 1, r . Zi, is a summand of K, 
Ei otherwise. 
- -- 
Then A,, = E by C(b) above and, moreover, A= K{ A/Z) by the construc- 
tion, using (rl ) and (22). Set 
B,= 
T.Fj if for some k, r . Z, is a summand of L, 
Fj otherwise. 
- -- 
Then B, = F by C(a) above and, moreover, B= L{ B/Z} by the construc- 
tion. 1 
COROLLARY 36. Zf E r= ‘, * F then E 6 F. 
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Proof: Suppose E c ‘. * F. By Lemma 29 let E’ and F’ be guarded 
expressions such that E = E’ and F= F’. By Lemma 30 let S and T be 
cycle-free, standard equation lists such that E’ provably satisfies S and F’ 
provably satisfies T. By Lemmas 33 and 34 let S” and T” be fully saturated, 
cycle-free, standard equation lists such that E’ provably satisfies S” and F’ 
provably satisfies T”. By Lemma 35 let U: (2= R) and V: (Z= L) be 
cycle-free, standard equation lists such that E’ provably satisfies U, F’ 
provably satisfies I’, and Z?< L. By Lemma 31, E’ = D( U) and F’ = D(V). 
By Lemma 32, D(U) 6 D( V). Hence E 6 F. 1 
This completes the proof of Theorem 27. 1 
By Lemma 26 and Theorem 27, the above axioms provide a sound and 
complete axiomatization of E (’ on S. The problems of determining such 
axiomatizations of c t’ and ~6 on S may be tackled in a similar manner. 
First consider c R,c. By obtaining characterizations of E: and c 5 *, and -0 
of z. and c$, on S analogous to those of E and E * in Lemmas 25 and 
26 and, again overriding the use of the symbols in the preceding section, 
defining <E and =6 to be the smallest pair of relations on S satisfying the 
conditions in the definitions of 6 and = , except for (23): u. (P + T. Q) = 
u.(P+ 7.Q) + u.Q which is not valid for -kc, then, by a sequence of 
arguments similar to those in the proof of Theorem 27, the following result 
may be established. 
THEOREM 37. EGg F iff E &t” F. 
Also defining 6. and =. by adding the axiom 
a.(E+I)Ga.(E+l)+a.I 
to the clauses defining 6 g and = :, we obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 38. E g ; F iff E Go F. 
Remark. In Walker (1988) it is incorrectly stated that E ;; and @’ 
coincide on E. 
5. A VERIFICATION TECHNIQUE 
In this section we illustrate how the theory of the bisimulation preorder 
c may be used as the basis of a verification technique. 
Larsen and Thomsen (1988) introduce a “compositional proof method” 
based on “partial processes” and “partial bisimulations” and demonstrate 
how it may be used to verify a simple agent from Milner (1980). We intro- 
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duce the verification technique based on the bisimulation preorder using 
this same small, yet appropriate, example, thereby facilitating comparison 
of it with the method of Larsen and Thomsen (1988): (The technique intro- 
‘duced here was inspired by, and is very closely related to, that method.) 
Before proceeding to the example we note the following simple facts. An 
agen R is strongly convergent iff whenever s E A* and R 4 R’ then R’U. 
LEMMA 39. If P is strongly convergent and P c Q (resp. P c (’ Q) then 
Q is strongly convergent and PZ Q (resp. P z:” Q). 
Proof: The proof is straightforward and is omitted. 1 
The example concerns an agent R composed from four (relabelled) cycler 
agents, where “Cycle? is defined by 
Cycler =df~. y. z. Cycler. 
Then 
R =df(A I B I C I D)\{ab, bc, cd, da}, 
where 
A = df Cycler [ a/x, z/y, da/z] 
B = df Cycler [ ah/x, b/y, E/z] 
C = df Cycler [ be/x, c/y, a/z] 
D = df Cycler [ cd/x, d/y, z/z]. 
The problem is to establish that R z S, where the agent S is defined by 
S=,a.b.c.d.S. 
Rather than giving a direct proof of the equivalence by exhibiting a 
bisimulation containing the pair (S, R) (which in this case is quite 
straightforward), to illustrate the technique we decompose R into the 
agents AB and CD defined by 
AB=,(A 1 B)\ab 
CD=,(C 1 D)\cd. 
Consider the state-transition diagrams of AB and CD, shown in Fig. 2. 
From these diagrams we see that the behaviour of each of the agents AB 
and CD in isolation is quite complicated. The idea underlying the techni- 
que is to use the preorder to exploit an understanding of the constraints 




FIG. 2. State-transition diagrams of AB and CD, respectively. 
governing the interaction between the agents. In this case the necessary 
understanding is readily obtained and we are able to give partial 
descriptions of the behaviours of AB and CD as agents, Sl and S2, whose 




The state-transition diagrams of these agents are shown in Fig. 3. Since 
I c P for all agents P, it follows easily that Sl c AB and S2 c CD. Then 
setting S* =d,.(S1 I S2)\{bc, da}, since c is preserved by the composition 
and restriction operators it follows that 
S* c (AB 1 CD)\{&, da}. 
It is straightforward to check mechanically that S E S*, and so 
S E (AB ) CD)\(bc, da}. But S is strongly convergent so, by Lemma 39, 
Sz (AB 1 CD)\{cd, da}. H ence Sz R as Rz(AB 1 CD)\{cd, da} by a 
couple of simple properties of z. 
The key to the successful application of the technique was the fact that 
it was straightforward to discover the agents Sl and S2. These provide 
descriptions of the behaviours of the agents AB and CD respectively which, 
though partial, are nonetheless adequate for reasoning about the behaviour 
of each of these agents in the appropriate context. In this setting a con- 
venient interpretation of the assertion Sl E AB is that Sl and AB exhibit 
the same observable behaviour whenever the behaviour of Sl is defined 
FIG. 3. State-transition diagrams of Sl and S2, respectively. 
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(and similarly for S2 c CD). The decision as to which parts of the 
behaviours of AB and CD may be neglected is governed by an under- 
standing of the constraints imposed by their environments. Note also that 
to establish the desired equivalence it was necessary to appeal to 
Lemma 39. If it had been the case that S* were not strongly convergent 
because of the presence of a t-loop in its state-transition diagram, then 
S c S* would not have held. If the concern is to establish observation 
equivalence between two agents then this difficulty could perhaps be 
overcome by modifying the definition of the divergence predicate. In any 
case, the usefulness of this technique as a tool for analysing larger systems 
deserves futher investigation. 
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